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Lorem Ipsum 
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EABCT as new representative 

during the first general meeting 

of 2013. 

 
What was the most 
pleasurable part for you  in 
this journey? 
Mehmet S.: Meeting people 

who have become " lifetime 

friends" through years... 

Yusuf S.: There are many 

delightful things about my 

journey with EABCT. As many 

will remember, our training 

program was accredited in 2013 

after a trying but fruitful 

process. It was a memorable 

experience for me. Knowing 

other representatives from other 

European countries and being 

able to share thoughts, ideas 

and working towards a common 

goal together is invaluable for 

me. 

What were the obstacles that 
you had to deal with ? 
Mehmet S.: Introduction and 

Promotion of CBT in Turkey in 

early 1990s was a tough job as 

that needed to challange many 
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issues as a young 

psychiatrist.  But that is part of 

life.. "Overcoming obstacles" 

Every obstacle improves our 

management skills.. I had 

difficult times but as I always 

say" we live life not only to feel 

fhe good but to feel everything" 

Yusuf S.: Not many to be 

honest. TABCT was already 

known as an active member 

thanks to Mehmet Sungur’s 

efforts. It is always difficult 

trying to replace an icon such as 

Mehmet Sungur but I am 

pleased to say that he was there 

whenever I needed to make 

things easier for a newbie as 

myself. 

Why do you think colleagues 
should attend EABCT 
congresses? 
Mehmet S.: To listen to an 

amazing group of professionals 

and to meet them personally.. 

This is the congress that has 

included the highest number of 

great clinicians and 

researchers.. To meet old 

After The 47th EABCT Congress 

How has your journey with 
EABCT started? 

Mehmet S.: It started by attending 

one of the major world congresses 

that was held in 1988 in 

Edinborough.. Those who are 

maturing in terms of age will all 

remember this memorable 

congress 

Yusuf S.: It has started with 

EABCT2013 which was held in 

Marrakesh/Morocco. Mehmet 

Sungur was the EABCT 

representative for our association 

at the time. According to his 

decision to step down from that 

position he introduced me to 



 

 

friends. 

Yusuf S.: First and foremost 

EABCT congresses are the best 

chance to update scientific 

knowledge as well as to learn 

new skills. Attendees get the 

chance to meet important 

names of the field, learn and 

hear their experiences from first 

hand; attend workshops 

presented by the leaders of 

CBT community. The most 

valuable part of EABCT 

congresses is that attendees will 

be able to hear about “the fresh 

from the oven” scientific 

findings and incorporate them 

in to everyday practice via 

workshops and skill classes. 

Seeing old friends and making 

new ones is also another 

delightful experience that 

EABCT congresses offer. 

 

Your thoughts about 

EABCT2017? 

Yusuf S.: It was a though 

process to organize 

EABCT2017. Sometimes life 

throws obstacles on your way 

and you have to deal with them 

and move on. We had to make 

the bitter decision to relocate 

the congress to Slovenia to 

respond to the concerns and 

feedbacks of many European 

colleagues and representatives 

of European associations. But 

we also made sure that this 

congress remains a true Turkish 

congress. We incorporated 

many Turkish themes, started 

the congress with two esteemed 

artists of our own and 

introduced a “Turkish touch” 

whenever we could. 

We received many great 

feedbacks which the readers 

will find on this issue of the 

bulletin. 

I am happy to say that our 

international attendees 

pronounced their wish to meet 

again in Istanbul and their 

confidence in us and our 

efforts. 

As members of TACBT we all 

had bitter sweet feelings about 

this congress. But I am sure that 

the aim to have an international 

congress in Istanbul and to 

show what Turkey can offer 

will keep us alive and active. 

For more information please visit:    

www.eabct2017.org
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Dear Yusuf 
  
It was a pleasure to be in Ljubljana at 
your Congress. Thank you very much for 
the marvellous organization and for your 
kindness, too. 
  
Best regards, 
  
Alessandra Colombo, AVM-CH 
 

	  

Dear Yusuf 

Thank you for the hospitality. I really 

appreciate all you have done and I hope 

you will give me the chance in Athens to 

return it back.  

Be well and says you in Sofia 

Elena Heinz, GBA 

Dear Yusuf 

We are aware of hard period did you 

pass, let me say thanks for your work 

done with professionality and passion 

from all italian members of SITCC 

See you in Sofia 

Michele Procacci 

Dear Yusuf, 

Thanks a lot from our young association 

for your hard and professionally done 

work, for your hospitality. 

See you in Sofia 

Qetevan Abdushelishvili 

Dear Yusuf 

You did a lot of work and you have had 

hard days to solve problems but 

everithing has gone well, thank you for 

your kind and calm to cope with 

problems 

Thank you and see you in Sofia 

Michele 

Dear Yusuf, 

I know that I echo many others in saying 

that you did a fantastic job of delivering 

the congress. Thank you so much for 

your hard work, and I have to say that 

you provide an excellent role model for 

managing an extremely stressful 

situation with calmness, dignity and good 

humour. 

I hope that you are now able to enjoy a 

very well-earned rest, 

with warm regards, 

Helen Macdonald 

Dear Yusuf, 

Thank you! Great job and courage! 

Beautiful model of resilience and problem 

solving. 

All the best, 

See you in Sofia next year, hopefully :-)  

Aimée Karam 
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	  Dear Yusuf 

 

Thank you very much for organising an 

excellent congress. I learnt a lot and met 

lots of great people. 

One would never have guessed at the 

problems you had to overcome! 

I do hope that you are able to take a 

well earned break now. 

Very best wishes 

 

Katy Grazebrook 

Dear Yusuf, 

It was a great pleasure to see you in 

Ljubljana and participate in a very great 

congress! I have named Mehmet as the 

Congress Guru, but now, having seen 

and lived the results of your and his 

efforts for a successful EABCT congress, 

I think that you and Mehmet are the 

Congress Magicians. You turned what at 

times seemed to be a possibly cancelled 

and unlucky congress into a successful 

and spectacular scientific and social 

event. Thank you! 

Warm regards, 

Gregoris Simos 

Dear Yusuf 

It was my pleasure to meet you again, 

even if it was not in Istanbul, as we had 

whished.... 

Thank you for you kind presence. You 

have been a gentle reassurance for 

everyone. 

Big kiss and see you soon 

Maria do Ceu Salvador 

Dear Yusuf 

Thank you so much for this very high 

quality congress. Thank you also for the 

way you manage this stressful situation, 

calm, still smiling. A great model 

I hope that you will have some time for 

you and your family 

Best wishes 

Christine Favre 

Dear Mehmet, 

It was really lovely to meet you in person 

at the EABCT congress in Ljubljana and I 

surely hope that you and your 

colleagues have had an opportunity to 

rest after a very meaningful and 

successful event.  I am looking forward to 

fruitful and productive meetings in the 

future.  Thank you again,  

Elna Yadin.   
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Dear Yusuf, 

This is just a quick email to thank you so 

very much, both for organizing an 

excellent congress (the organization was 

fantastic, and the content was most 

impressive), and for treating me so very 

well during my visit.  This, given the 

difficult circumstances under which you 

had to make arrangements (in a different 

country!), was really truly an incredible 

accomplishment. 

  

Very best wishes, and many thanks 

again, 

Adam Radomsky 

	  

Dear Mehmet (if I may) 

It was a great pleasure to see you again 

at the congress in Slovenia. May I 

congratulate you and your team on a 

wonderful event, and thank you for being 

such gracious hosts. Although Slovenia 

was not the original destination, and 

although the delegates lost out on the 

beauties of Istanbul (at least on this 

occasion), I was very pleased to have 

been able to attend and speak at the 47th 

EABCT congress. As you stated in your 

welcome letter in the Program Book, we 

are living in a world of uncertainty! 

Sarah Corrie 

Dear Mehmet, Yusuf and Tuveyc 

Thank you so much for all your efforts on 

all our behalfs.  

I thought you pulled off an outstanding 

conference under the most difficult of 

circumstances. What a hard task you had. 

And what grace you did it with.  

Thank you also for your generosity, both 

with the bonus for the workshop, and for 

enabling us to come to the gala dinner, 

which was a lot of fun. Getting on the 

dance floor is always a good thing! 

I hope that it all worked out OK 

financially. I hope also that you can have 

a good rest as soon as you are able. You 

really deserve it.  

I shall look forward to our next meeting 

wherever and whenever that shall be. 

In the meantime with my very best 

wishes and thanks 

 

James Bennett-Levy 

Hi Mehmet  and Yusuf 

It is almost a week since you closed 

EABCT2017 and I hope that you are both 

now getting some rest and feeling 

rewarded for all your hard work. In spite 

of all the difficulties you faced you must 

feel much satisfaction in managing to 

give us an excellent congress.  I know 
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that you will always regret not having had 

the opportunity to host the congress in 

your home city but I know everyone 

appreciated the work and effort that you 

put into making the congress happen and 

your ability to still make it clearly a 

Turkish congress. The opening event,, the 

number of Turkish delegates who still 

made it and even the belly dancing! Well 

done to both of you and to all those you 

helped you 

Warm regards 

 

Rod Holland 

Dear Mehmet, 

I must thank you once again for all you 

did to make the EABCT Congress such a 

wonderfully successful event, in spite of 

formidable and distressing obstacles. I 

would say that the Ljulbjana conference 

was a "miracle," but really it is the real-

life result of great work from a great 

team, and it starts at the top, with its 

President. (And I should also mention 

that Tuveyc did a fantastic job!). 

Personally speaking, I am very touched 

that you invited me in the first place, and 

I want to express my deepest gratitude 

for your generosity. It is nearly 

impossible for me to express my 

appreciation adequately. 

I want to wish you, your wife, and your 
entire family all the best. As a cross-
cultural goodwill sentiment, this letter is 
my Jewish New Year message to you! 

Sincerely, 

Cory Newman 

GREAT seeing you my Sufi friend.... You 

ran an immensely successful 

conference.... once again. 

see you in san diego 
 

Best wishes, 

Bob 

Robert L. Leahy, Ph.D. 

Dear Mehmet, 

It was great meeting you  9like always) 

and I kind of feel like coming to San 

Diego 

So – I am checking it now and we might 

meet soon again 

  

Professor Tammie Ronen Rosenbaum 

Dear Mehmet! Congratulation:)  

I have heard that conference was great!  

I did not want to disturb you before,  

Now could you please send me dates in 

March what is convenient for you for 2 

days training  

Better is Friday & Saturday  

Your sincerely Ilona Krone 



 

 

	  Dear Mehmet 

Greetings & Congratulations on a very 

successful conference 

It was lovely seeing you at Slovenia & 

your lovely wife. I am also honored & 

delighted to know that you will be joining 

us in February. I truly believe that you 

are always a valuable addition to any 

scientific meeting & personally enjoy all 

your presentations. As per our 

conversation you are kindly requested to 

present a one-day (6hrs) workshop & a 

30 minutes keynote at the conference 

day. Kindly email me both abstracts as 

soon as possible to include in the 

conference schedule & announce your 

participation. 

N.B. I include Ms Sara (conference 

organizer) to start arranging logistics of 

your visit. 

Many thanks & warm regards 

Reham Abdelsamie Aly 

Dear Mehmet and Yusuf 

Thank you for the Congress , having 

passed similar experiences, I am  so 

emphatic of the difficulties that you went 

through. 

It is a tough world and we as mental 

health practitioners can do so little to 

influence such forces. 

In spite of all, the congress was good, the 

big group of Israelis enjoyed it very 

much! 

And since it is the eve of the Jewish new 

Year, I wish you a Happy New Year full of 

hopes for a better future 

Hugs,  

Marom Sofi 

Dear Mr. Sungur and Mr.  Sivrioglu! 

I'm very sorry that because of my health 

conditions I wasn't able to participate in 

1GM. I believe that Ms Irena Šinigoj 

Batistič as my replacer did her best. She 

has forwarded all information to me and 

other members. 

We had our association's annual meeting 

last Tuesday. We were also talking about 

organizing a working group, which can 

offer you-organizers support. We don’t 

have any idea how the things are 

evolving and in this way we can’t offer 

you concrete proposals. So please, let us 

know if there is anything we can do for 

you (being link to somebody else, looking 

for the right places, arranging interviews, 

helping hostesses,…). 

We will try our best! 

  

Best wishes, 

Špela Hvalec 
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Dear Mehemet, 

I would like first to congrutulate with you 

for the incredible work you have done 

and for the huge challenge you 

overcame. 

Then I would like to thank you for your 

support and friendeship. I will never 

forget that you made me an invited 

speaker at the 47 EABCT Congress. I 

suppose that I worked well and that I 

deserved this great honor! 

I hope tha our friendship and 

collaboration will continue to develop and 

increase. 

  

Sincerely: Tullio Scrima 

Dear Mehmet, 

I hope this email finds you well.  I’m 

writing first to congratulate you on an 

excellent congress!  The organization was 

superb, and the content was 

excellent.  This, in the context of having 

to host something as big as this in a 

different country, is most impressive. 

  

Perhaps more importantly, I wanted to 

thank you for all of your kindness and 

hospitality – not just at the EABCT, but 

over the years we have known each 

other.  As I said to you at the gala, I have 

always remembered your kind remarks 

on my first visit to İstanbul, and have 

been – and remain incredibly grateful for 

your encouragement and support, and for 

your friendship. 

Although I won’t be in Sofia next year, I 

am already looking forward to the next 

opportunity. 

Many thanks, and warmest wishes, 

Adam Radomsky 

Dear Mehmet, 

Congratulations on launching such a 

successful convention in Ljubljana! 

Thank you for inviting me to participate. 

The Plenary address was a great 

opportunity for me to present some really 

new data on the phenomenology of 

compulsions and discuss clinical 

implications. 

 

I understand from Adam that you 

welcomed me to the gala dinner. My 

husband and I had decided against going 

as the Canadian dollar is weak against 

the euro right now and so made other 

arrangements, but thank you for 

extending the invite. 

 

I hope you are able to relax a bit now. 

Regards, 

  

Christine L. Purdon 



 

 

	  Dear Mehmet, thanks for your message 

and your words. I really enjoyed being at 

the Conference and I am honoured of 

your friendship.... I can't wait to have 

further ways of collaboration in the near 

future.  

Take care,  

Isabel Fernandez 

Size ne kadar teşekkür etsem azdır. 

Başta biraz gergindim, saçım tüm yüzümü 

kapattı ama ilk aradan sonra saçımı da 

düzelttiler, ben de rahatladım. Yalnız saat 

1 den sonra performansım düştü, uykum 

geldi, cümle kuramadım:)) Yalnız güzeldi 

program. Deniz Bey öZel ilgi gösterdi 

sayenizde. Size ne kadar teşekkür etsem 

azdır. İyi ki varsınız. En büyük 

şansımsınız.. 

Feyza Bayraktar 

In DC for grant reviews. Crazy since back 

with all grants. Will write more later, but 

for now to say--we have an absolutely 

wonderful time. You did an amazing job 

and Umut even better. 

Let's soon plan on San Diego--only one 

great restaurant and I want to make sure 

we go there. Love ya 

 

Edward Craighead 
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IACP PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
First of all, I would like to wish all of 
the distinguished members of IACP 
and ACT a healthy,  
more peaceful and a meaningful new year. 
As the incoming president of IACP, I 
would like to express my gratitude to our 
Honorary President Aaron T. Beck, who 
kindly sent me his greetings to promote 
IACP further during my presidency. I 
would like to extend my gratitude to our 
past president Stefan Hofmann and all of 
our past and present board members for 
their invaluable contributions to IACP 
and for their support in electing me as 
the incoming president. I would also like 
to express my sincere thanks to the prior 
editor, Simon Rego, who has done a great 
job in publishing this excellent newsletter 
and wish Jamie Schumpf every success in 
taking over the responsibility of a hard task 
as the new editor. 
It is a great honor, pleasure and 
responsibility to be the president of IACP. 
No doubt, this will sometimes be an 
exhausting but mostly a very rewarding task. 
Knowing that our past president, my dear 
friend and colleague Stefan Hofmann is 
irreplaceable in very many different ways, 
I do not see him as an outgoing president 
but as a reliable partner to collaborate 
with in order to achieve IACP’s ultimate 
goals. I am also very happy to work in close 
partnership with Lata K. McGinn, one of 
the past presidents of IACP, who is now 

 the president of ACT. This 
partnership will certainly help 
bridge a closer liaison and 
collaboration between IACP 
and ACT, the two distinguished 
communities, that I have always 
found to be supportive, 
encouraging and compassionate to 

each other. Being a member of the IACP board and 
being a certified supervisor, trainer and diplomate of 
ACT for long enough, I have no doubt that the 
collaboration efforts of the two giant societies will 
end up with mutual benefits while preserving the 
unique character and function of each individual 
society. Working together will certainly lead to 
further success in facilitating reduction of human 
suffering through better training of professionals 
working in the area of mental health that aim to 
promote service given in clinical and non-clinical 
contexts. 

IACP’S mission to disseminate the science and 
practice of CBT through its peer- reviewed journal 
edited by John Riskind and by organizing truly 
international congresses regularly held with three 
year intervals in different parts of the world perfectly 
complement ACT’s mission to train clinicians to the 
level of recognized and accredited CBT therapists. 
The merging of the two societies that share similar 
goals can only be done through cooperation, 
communication, respecting different needs and 
interacting in mutual multidimensional efforts. 

In this issue of the newsletter, I would like to say a 



 

 

a few words about one of the present challenges 
regarding the future of CBT. Having had the honor 
and responsibility of being the president of the last 
EABCT (European Association for Behavioural and 
Cognitive Therapies) Congress, I had the privilege 
to give an opening keynote regarding the theme of 
the congress which was “Bridging dissemination 

with good practice”. The theme of the congress and 
my opening keynote was chosen on the opinion that 
dissemination of CBT is no doubt highly important 
but dissemination without caring about its good and 
ethical practice may discredit its prestigious 
status. As evidence for efficacy and effectiveness of 
CBT became evident an initial and important 
question emerged about its provision: “Can we make 
effective therapies more accessible and available?” In 
other words, when problems were identified as 
suitable for CBT, CBT was not readily available 
which lead researchers and clinicians to disseminate 
evidence based therapies, by different delivery 
methods ranging from internet- based to face to face 
treatments. As CBT became more available and 
accessible a further important question emerged: 
“When CBT is available, is it really CBT?” Relying 
only on dissemination may result in discrediting of 
the approach due to lack of “competent adherence”. 
Many studies do not adequately describe their 
treatment procedures and processes and therefore, 
cannot reliably be measured in terms of adherence 
and competence. It is our major need and 
perhaps our duty today to emphasize the significance 
of “dissemination of good and ethical practice” 
which requires defining the optimum pre-requisites 

that constitute the key principles of an acceptable 
practice of CBT. Clinicians’ self report of doing 
CBT may not always be a reliable predictor of their 
adherence and competence in pursuing good 
practice. Adherence and competence are core 
variables of treatment integrity, securing that 
treatment is implented as intended. How much and 
how well (skillful) therapists do what they are 
expected to do certainly has an ultimate impact on 
the outcome. To sum up, the quality of CBT offered 
remains to be better analysed and this analysis can be 
meaningful only when client/ patient perceptions of 
what was done in treatment match with well defined 
procedures of what should have been done in 
treatment sessions and in between sessions. Further 
studies need to be conducted to find out the gap 
between effectiveness obtained in randomized 
clinical trials and during its dissemination to routine 
clinical practice and how to improve transferability 
of efficacious CBT protocols into daily practice. 

I would also like to draw attention to the fact the 
term “CBT” is losing its specifity. Therefore, it is 
now more accurate to view CBT as a maturing 
discipline that is not a single approach but a broad 
set of psychotherapies that continually evolve and 
change as more knowledge is accumulated. Perhaps 
CBT today can be seen as a scientific enterprise with 
openness in translating and accommodat- ing new 
developments and new empirical findings into its 
flexible structure. 

IACP’s distinguished board members and I will aim 
to improve communication and liaison with other 



 

 

CBT societies around the globe that share similar interests and goals to promote and disseminate good 
practice of CBT. These collaboration efforts will hopefully conclude by establishing a truly inclusive and 
integrative World Federation of CBT. We will need to work harder as a wave is alive only by its motion and 
when it comes to rest, it is not existent anymore. 

Please visit our new website which is under reconstruction to learn more about IACP. I will carry on 
discussing further challenges that CBT is likely to face in the upcoming issues. I would like to thank you all 
for giving me the opportunity to take a leading role in this distinguished and highly esteemed CBT 
community. 

Our board members and I am looking forward to serving you in the most appropriate and desirable way over 
the next years. Please do not hesitate to guide us to serve you in the best way possible. 

Mehmet Sungur, MD  

President, IACP 
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Derneğimize üyeliğin avantajları: 
• Derneğimiz Avrupa Davranış ve Kognitif Terapileri Birliği (EABCT) üyesidir ve ülkemizde eğitimleri 

EABCT tarafından akredite edilen tek dernektir. Dernek eğitimlerinden, dolayısıyla EABCT onaylı terapist 
ünvanı kazanma hakkından sadece dernek üyeleri faydalanmaktadır. 

• Derneğimiz EABCT onaylı düzenli eğitimlerinin yanı sıra yıl içinde eğitim imkanını artırmak için çeşitli 
çalışma grupları düzenlemektedir, dernek üyelerimiz bu çalışma gruplarına indirimli ücret ödeyerek 
katılabilmektedir. 

• Derneğimiz 20001 yılında EABCT, 2011 yılında ICCP kongreleri gibi KDT alanındaki en büyük iki kongreyi 
İstanbul’da düzenlemiştir. Ayrıca 2017 yılında yapılacak EABCT kongresini yine İstanbul’da düzenleyecektir. 
Derneğimiz üyeleri, üye olmak için ödedikleri ücretten daha fazla bir indirimi yalnızca bu kongreye ve çalışma 
gruplarına kayıt yaptırarak geri almaktadırlar.  

• Derneğimiz 2 yılda bir KDTD Ulusal Kongresi’ni düzenlemektedir. Dördüncü ulusal kongremiz 2015 yılında 
İstanbul’da düzenlenecektir. Derneğimiz üyeleri yine üyelik için gereken ücretin üstünde bir indirimle bu ve 
önümüzdeki yıllarda düzenli olarak düzenleyeceğimiz ulusal kongrelere ve kongre öncesi çalışma gruplarına 
katılma imkanı bulacaklardır. 

• Derneğimiz üyeleri, iletişim ağımız sayesinde yukarıda sözü edilen eğitim faaliyetleri ve kongrelerden 
öncelikli olarak haberdar olma şansını yakalayacaktır. 

• Derneğimizin bir amacı da benzer ilgi alanlarına sahip üyelerimizi aynı çatı altında buluşturmaktır. Haberleşme 
ağımız sayesinde üyelerimizin birbiriyle iletişim içinde olması da sağlanmaktadır. 

• Derneğimizin temel amacı, KDT alanında kurumsal bir yapıyı yerleştirmek, terapist yetiştirme alanında 
standart bir etiğim uygulamaktır. Derneğimiz üyeleri yukarıda sözü edilen avantajların yanı sıra bu kurumsal 
yapının çeşitli getirilerinden de faydalanma şansı bulacaklardır. 

• Dernek üyelerimiz düzenli olarak çıkan bu bülteni belirli aralıklarla ücretsiz alma fırsatına sahip olacaklardır.  
• Dernek üyelerimize IACP (Uluslararası Kognitif Terapiler Birliği) üyeliği indirimli olarak sağlanacaktır.  

Derneğimize üye olmak için üyelik formunu doldurmanız gerekmektedir. 

Üyelik formuna internet sitemizden (www.kdtd.org.tr) ulaşabilirsiniz. 

Üyelik için gerekli evraklar: 

1. Nüfus Cüzdanı Fotokopisi 

2. 2 Adet Vesikalık Fotoğraf 

3. Lisans Diploma Fotolopisi 

4. Asistanlık Belgesinin Fotokopisi (Psikiyatri Asistanları İçin) 

5. Psikiyatri Hemşireliği Uzmanlık Fotokopisi (Psikiyatri 

Hemşireleri İçin) 

6. Aidat (Bu konuyla ilgili olarak derneğimizden bilgi alabilirsiniz.) 

KOGNİTİF	  VE	  DAVRANIŞ	  TERAPİLERİ	  DERNEĞİ	  
Bağdat	  Cad.	  Acar	  Apt.	  No:254/11	  

Göztepe	  İstanbul	  
Tel:	  0	  216	  411	  21	  73	  

www.kdtd.org	  
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